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Abstract
With cyber-crimes looming large, effectively securing sensitive data has
emerged a big challenge for government agencies and military
establishments. As they embrace new technologies, newer threats keep pace.
Though the IT infrastructure of government agencies face both external and
internal security threats, of late, internal threats seem to be far more
alarming as many of the reported security incidents have been caused by
malicious insiders having authorized or unauthorized privileged access to
the government IT resources. Analysis by IT experts has revealed that
insider threat is growing at unprecedented rates. This paper analyzes how
insider threats stem in government agencies, the ways to tackle the
challenge and also brings out the importance of controlling access to
Privileged Passwords.
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Securing Sensitive Data - The Challenge
As government agencies, military and other federal departments are increasingly leveraging
the power of information technology to manage their activities and offer various services,
information security has become the top concern. With cyber-crimes looming large,
effectively securing sensitive data has emerged a big challenge for government agencies.
While the effect of cyber-threats to private
establishments is limited to financial and
reputation
loss,
security
incidents
in
government agencies might jeopardize even
National Security. Nevertheless, just as private
establishments, government agencies are also
tasked with building up public trust through
integrity and confidentiality of information
while serving the citizens.
As a result, there is a greater sense of caution
and necessity among the government
establishments at all levels to protect sensitive
information and secure their IT infrastructure.
As government agencies embrace new
technologies, newer threats keep pace.
Adoption of cloud computing and virtualization
has made enterprise security all the more
difficult and highly important.

A recent study by Computer
Emergency Response Team (CERT)
states:
“The number of cases of insider IT
sabotage in the IT sector is quite
striking. The government sector
is second in number of insider IT
sabotage attacks”
-- Common Sense Guide to Prevention and Detection of
Insider Threats 3rd Edition – Version 3.1,
Dawn Cappelli, Andrew Moore, Randall Trzeciak and Timothy
J. Shimeall, CERT, Carnegie Mellon
University.

CERT® is a registered Service Mark of
Carnegie Mellon University

Achieving the highest level of information security is the obvious goal for
government agencies. But, this goal is fraught with two main challenges:
External Attacks - Government agencies come into contact with a variety of
people in a variety of ways. Sensitive information and IT resources need to be
exposed or shared with other departments, agencies and citizens. A large number of
government employees are required to access sensitive data and an ever increasing
number of citizens turn to information technology to access government services.
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Transparency in transactions being the hallmark of government functioning, many
details are required to be exposed to the public. Government agencies, by their very
nature, deal with an enormous amount of sensitive data/information. All these make
the Government establishments vulnerable to data breaches and cyber-attacks from
amateur and expert hackers.

Internal Threats - Threat to information security does not always stem from
outside. It could well be generating right inside the organization. Disgruntled staff,
greedy techies, tech-savvy contractors and sacked employees could act with
malicious intent and misuse privileged access. The business and reputation of some
of the world’s mightiest organizations, including many government agencies have
been shattered in the past by a handful of malicious insiders.
Traditionally, keylogger trojans (which monitors keystrokes, logs them to a file and sends
them to remote attackers), cross-site scripting (which enables malicious attackers to inject
client-side script into web pages viewed by other users and exploit the information to
bypass access controls) and viruses have mostly
acted as the external security attack channels.
However, of late, internal threats seem to be far
more alarming as many of the reported security
incidents have been caused by malicious insiders
having authorized or unauthorized privileged access
to the government IT resources. Malicious insiders
can potentially misuse the privileged access to IT
resources and wreak havoc by stealing,
manipulating and destroying sensitive data.
In fact, analysis by IT security experts reveals that
unauthorized access to IT resources by malicious
insiders is the fastest growing security threat for
government agencies. And, the insider threat is
growing at unprecedented rates.

Analysis by IT security
experts reveals that
unauthorized access to
IT resources by
malicious insiders is the
fastest growing
security threat for
government agencies.
And, the insider threat
is growing at
unprecedented rates….

While security devices, intrusion detection solutions
and other applications help combat the external
threats, effectively mitigating insider threats is a huge challenge and mandates a multipronged strategy. Before discussing the ways to combat insider threats in government
agencies, it is worthwhile to delve into the causes.
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How do Internal Threats Stem in Government Agencies?
In many of the reported cyber-sabotages, misuse of privileged access to critical IT
infrastructure and stolen identities have served as the ‘hacking channel’ for the malicious
insiders to wreak havoc on the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the organization’s
information systems.
Lack of internal controls, access restrictions, centralized management, accountability,
strong policies and to cap it all, haphazard style of privileged password storage and
management makes the organization a paradise for malicious insiders.
Privileged passwords are aptly called as ‘keys to the kingdom’ as they enable the users to
get virtually unlimited access and full controls to the IT resources such as servers, databases,
network devices and IT applications. Those who login through the privileged mode could
access absolutely anything with ease.

Typically, government agencies have thousands of privileged passwords, majority of which
are used in shared environment. That means, a group of administrators use the common
privileged account to access the resource. In reality, the passwords are just left open to be
managed by the group. The privileged accounts are accessible to all the members of a team.
The ‘shared’ nature grants anonymity, which enables misuse without a trace and as a result,
privileged passwords remain virtually in utter disorder.
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It is increasingly becoming clear that improper management of the privileged/administrative
passwords could potentially remain at the root of a good number of security threats. In fact,
a recent analysis by experts reveals that more than 80 per cent of the internal attacks had
stemmed from people having access to privileged identities.
Sensitive passwords are stored in volatile sources such as text files, spread sheets,
print-outs, home-grown tools or even in physical vaults. Many copies of the
administrative passwords are circulated among the administrators. If the text file or
spreadsheet containing the shared administrative passwords reaches the hands of a
malicious user, data security would be thrown to winds
There is rarely any internal control on password access or usage. Administrators
freely get access to the passwords of all the resources in the organization. It is not
uncommon to see UNIX administration team having full access to the Windows
passwords, developers having full
access to database passwords and
so on
The passwords remain impersonal
in the shared environment.
Mistakes – accidental or intentional,
could never be traced to individuals.
There is generally no trace on ‘who’
accessed ‘what’ resources and
‘when’. This creates lack of
accountability
for
actions

Lack of internal controls,
access restrictions,
centralized management,
accountability, strong
policies and to cap it all,
haphazard style of
privileged password storage
and management makes
the organization a paradise
for malicious insiders.

When other members of the
government agency such as
developers,
database
administrators, support personnel
and contractors require access to
privileged passwords purely on a
temporary basis, they are supplied
with the required passwords mostly orally or through emails. There is no process to
revoke temporary access and reset the password after the temporary usage, which
leaves a big security hole
Given the complex nature of sharing, it would be cumbersome to find who has access
to what resources. When someone leaves the organization, changing all the
privileged passwords of the enterprise is the only solution to rule out any possible
access or intrusion by that person in future.
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The administrative passwords mostly remain unchanged for fear of inviting system
lockout issues. Manually changing the passwords of thousands of resources would
demand ‘man-years’ to complete the task
Still worse, most resources are assigned
the same, non-unique password for ease
of coordination among administrators
If
an
administrator
leaves
the
organization, it is quite possible that
he/she may be getting out with a copy of
all the passwords
In worst cases, if an administrator leaves
without revealing a privileged password
that was changed by him, the
device/application might remain locked
out for a prolonged period

It is increasingly
becoming clear that
improper management
of the privileged
passwords could
potentially remain at
the root of a good
number of security
threats

Apart from privileged passwords, there
are the ‘Application-to-Application’ Passwords that are hard-coded in scripts. These
hard-coded passwords pose a significant security threat as malicious users getting
access to the script could easily decipher the password and unleash disaster
Thus, administrative passwords are insecurely shared and lie scattered in the organization
leaving little scope for any internal controls. The haphazard style of password management
makes the organization a paradise for hackers – internal or external. Many security incidents
and data breaches might actually stem from lack of adequate password management
policies and strict internal controls.

The Way Out
Not all security incidents and data breaches could be prevented or avoided; But, the ones
that happen due to lack of effective internal controls are indeed preventable.
Combating the sophisticated insider threats in government agencies mandates preventive
steps and a multi-pronged strategy - controlling access to resources, enforcing security
policies, adhering to best practices, monitoring events for real-time situational awareness,
detecting vulnerabilities, tracking changes, ensuring compliance to regulations, analyzing
actions, automated user provisioning and de-provisioning and a host of other activities.
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It is pertinent to quote here one of the best practice approaches suggested by CERT.
Advocating the implementation of strict password and account management practices,
CERT states:
“No matter how vigilant an organization is in trying to prevent insider attacks, if their
computer accounts can be compromised, insiders have an opportunity to circumvent both
manual and automated controls. Password and account management policies and practices
should apply to employees, contractors, and business partners. They should ensure that all
activity from any account is attributable to the person who performed it.”
One of the effective ways to mitigate insider threats is to automate the entire life cycle of
Privileged Access Management enforcing best practices. Privileged Password Management
solutions act as the alternative for the traditional, inefficient and insecure password
management processes. They provide an automated, policy-driven solution for shared
administrative password management and help achieve high level of security for the data.
Privileged Password Managers help government agencies safeguard their data and thereby
avoid security incidents in multiple ways:
Administrative passwords can be stored
in a centralized repository in encrypted
form – this helps avoid storing of the
passwords in volatile resources. Even if
someone manages to get hold of the
password database, data cannot be
deciphered
Role-based, granular access restrictions
can be enforced – administrators and
other users get access only to the
passwords that are allotted to them,
not all passwords

One of the effective
ways to mitigate insider
threats is to automate
the entire life cycle of
Privileged Access
Management enforcing
best practices.

Passwords can be selectively shared with others on need basis - sharing passwords
by word of mouth or through emails completely avoided
Passwords can be automatically changed at periodic intervals assigning a strong,
unique password to each resource – insiders cannot make intelligent guesses
For enhanced internal controls, administrators / users may even be prevented from
viewing the passwords in plain text. Instead, they could be directed to just click a URL
to directly access the resource
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Users requiring temporary access to the passwords can be directed to follow
password request-release workflow granting time-limited access. After revoking the
permission, passwords can be automatically reset – this prevents users getting
access to the passwords that are no longer required for them
All password access activities are completely audited – this helps monitor the usage
of privileged identities and fix accountability issues when something goes wrong. It
also helps the government agency meet regulatory compliance requirements such as
SOX, HIPAA etc.
Real-time alerts on password actions help administrators continuously track and
control the administrative passwords. In addition, SNMP Traps and/or Syslog
messages can be raised to the management systems on the occurrence of various
password actions and audit events. The traps/syslog messages can be sent to any
SIEM tool, which can thoroughly analyze these events, correlate them with other
network events and provide informative, holistic insights on the overall network
activity
If an administrator leaves the organization, passwords owned / accessed by him can
be transferred to some other administrator and the passwords could be
automatically reset – this helps avoid possible misuse of the passwords by
disgruntled users
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If you are looking for a solution to bolster the
security of your IT infrastructure and in turn,
protect the critical data, ManageEngine Password
Manager Pro would be the ideal choice. Password
Manager Pro (PMP) is a web-based, secure vault for
storing and managing shared sensitive information
such as passwords, documents and digital identities
of enterprises.
It helps control the access to shared administrative
passwords of any 'enterprise resource' such as
servers, databases, network devices, applications
etc. PMP enables IT managers to enforce standard
password management practices.

In Summary
Researchers repeatedly point out that insider
threats and identity theft incidents are on the rise
and it will only keep growing due to many reasons,
including economic situation, social factors and
technological advancements that make the techsavvy criminals more creative every passing day.
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If you are looking
for a solution to
bolster the security
of your IT
infrastructure and
in turn, protect the
critical data,
ManageEngine
Password
Manager Pro
would be the ideal
choice!

Achieving data security is indeed a continuous journey, in which preventive measures that
offer comprehensive protection take precedence. With insider threats looming large, taking
preventive action is the need of the hour. Use Password Manager Pro and Stay Secure!
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